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De Mass Kings & Queens 
Bringing Back Unity in our Culture & Carnival  

 
 

De Island Gems of Miami Carnival 2015 
 

Island Gems was created in 2011 after a tragic death of Organizer's Cousin Hayden Stephen in 

2010. Originating from the Island of Trinidad, Lesel played Mas in Kiddies carnival in Trinidad 

and then as a teenager in Miami. At the age of 18, she started to help at the Mas camps and found 

her love in the Carnival even more. She started to create a section with a friend in 2010, which 

they did for two years. Island Gems continued to assist and did something different; they were co-

band leaders to a J'ouvert band in Miami in 2012-2014. Lesel decided there are so many people 

out there that have the heart and love for the Caribbean culture and decided to make a group out 

of the company and the story continues...Island Gems is a group of individuals originating from 

different islands of the Caribbean. Our love for our culture is not only fetes but religion, and history 

has brought us to want to share that with the world. Our love for our culture is not only fetes but 

religion, and history has brought us to want to share that with the world. Trinidad and Tobago is 

one of many beautiful islands; Jamaica, St. Lucia, Barbados, The Virgin Islands, these are just a 

few more to name. Each Island has wonderful cultures and history of their own. We are all 

beautiful gems originating or descending from one of these wonderful Islands. Along with her 

husband Peter, they have decided that 2015 with be the year that Island Gems will step out on their 

own as a band for both J'ouvert and Carnival. Our mission is to share all of the cultures of the 

Caribbean with those who know and who are less fortunate to know about us.  

 

KUOMagazine: I would like to say thank you for allowing Island Gems to grace the cover of 

KUOM and so sorry for the loss of Hayden Stephen. You had mention that Island Gems was 

created after the death of Hayden Stephen was “Island Gems” created in her memory and what’s 

the meaning of Island Gems?  
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Island Gems: Oh we need to thank you for this opportunity!! And thank you for your condolences. 

Island Gems was created in the memory of my cousin, he loved everything about his culture and 

always pushed me to follow my dreams about sharing the culture to the world. Island Gems was 

created to show the world that we are all GEMS all ONE!! We are here to educate those that are 

not aware about the wonderful Caribbean world/culture.   

 
KUOMagazine: We have to say thank you to you Lesel for 

allowing KUOMagazine to feature Island Gems. How 

many years have you playing Mas in Kiddies carnival in 

Trinidad and what was that feeling like and compared to 

Miami and other places in the US? 

Lesel: I played kiddies in Trinidad 3 times in Trinidad 

which was with my Montessori school. I never played 

kiddies in Miami; however my kids play her with (WASSI 

BABES) from the time they knew to walk. In comparison 

the parade is in the street rather than a stadium, parents are 

on the sidelines still able to get to the kids, while kiddies in 

Miami the parents stand within the bands. 

 

KUOMagazine: You mention at the age of 18, you found 

the passion after helping in the mas camps. 

Lesel: Yes, at the age of 18 a friend of mine use to go to the 

Mas Camps after partying to get our costumes and always 

ended up helping in one way or another. I knew from then 

I wanted to help share the Culture of Carnival to the World. 

 

KUOMagazine: Will you be bringing a Kiddies section for 

Miami or participating in Trinidad coming up? 

Lesel: Island Gems has joined up with Carnival Faces and will be bringing a kiddies section in 

Wassi Babes this year!! We have been asked to join/ attend a few carnivals in 2016 but nothing 

set in stone. STAY TUNED LOL!! 

 

KUOMagazine: I must say the sections are beautiful, what are the names of each section you’re 

bringing for Miami Carnival? 

Island Gems: Thank you so much. We have sections that represent the ancestors of the Caribbean. 
 

KUOMagazine: I must say the sections are beautiful, what are the names of each section you’re 

bringing for Miami Carnival? 

Island Gems: Thank you so much. We have sections that represent the ancestors of the Caribbean 

Island Gems has joined up with Carnival Faces and will be bringing a kiddies section in Wassi 

Babes this year!! We have been asked to join/ attend a few carnivals in 2016 but nothing set in 
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(1) Spanish - (The Women): The red represents happiness and prosperity. The yellow shows 

intelligence, energy, and intuition. Section Leader (Doshynko) Sullivan “LA CORNONA DE 

ESPANA”: Red is the color of the royal house Spain. Gold represents all the riches that were 

acquired from their conquests. The crest portrays the families prominent to the Spanish crown the 

house of Castilla, Aragon, and Bourbon. The influences of the Spanish Crown can still be seen all 

throughout the Caribbean to this day. 

(2) Colors in Me (Rasta): Section leader- No behavior Crew (SHAUNA AND MELISSA): These 

colors are known worldwide were they are well respected and popular.  The red means all the 

blood that was shed on the Mother land. The yellow symbolizes wealth of the mother land. The 

green represents beauty and vegetation from the Motherland. 

(3) INDIAN - THE CALL:....(PETER) This section is one very special to me.  As a little boy I 

watched my uncle play Indian Mas in Trinidad and always loved it. Once I started to get involved 

in the Mas in Miami I said “one day I will bring True Indian Mas”…And this is the year!! The 

Bronze represents willing to fight to the Death. The red represents Faith, Beauty and 

Happiness. The white shows Sharing, Purity and Light. The purple shows a sacred color and 

symbolized power, mystery and magic. The blue represents Wisdom and Intuition. The yellow 

shows Intellect and Determination. The green symbolizes Nature, Harmony and Healing. 

(3) African-The Pride: The black represents power. White symbolizes sadness. The orange 

shows spirituality. 

(4) French- C’est La Vie: The butterflies on the costume represent to be free. The white 

represents Heaven. The Green represents feelings of refreshment but is also associated with 

‘tiredness and guilt’. 

 

KUOMagazine: Who’s the costume designer? 

Island Gems: All the costumes except "LA Corona De Espana" are designed by Mas Brother, 

which are Miami Carnival 2014 Band of the Year Winners. The "LA Corona De Espana" is 

designed by Doshynko Sullivan. 
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KUOMagazine: Does Island Gems 

play mas anywhere else than Miami or 

Trinidad? 

Island Gems (TEAM): OH YES!!! Our 

team goes everywhere if it’s in a group 

or individually, we represent Island 

Gems wherever we go…Barbados, St. 

Vincent, St. Croix, Antigua, Toronto, St. 

Thomas, Tortola, St. Lucia, Brooklyn, 

Atlanta, Orlando, Brooklyn, Boston and 

Bahamas… 

 

KUOMagazine: If one was looking for 

a band to play mas with for Miami Carnival, why should they choose to play mas with Island Gems 

as opposed to another band? 

Island Gems: Throughout the years we have all heard mas isn’t the same, but our goal is to bring 

back the Culture of carnival “ONE BAND ONE SOUND.” Don’t get us wrong once you playing 

mas be it in our band or a not we are happy!! 

 

KUOMagazine: In your experience, how would you rate Miami Carnival compared to others? 

Island Gems: Miami Carnival is fantastic. It is very close in comparison with the carnivals in the 

Caribbean, when it comes to costumes and crowd. But we have no road which is a big thing for 

the masqueraders. Location changes every few years as others are in same location for the most 

part. 

 

KUOMagazine: What goes into designing a costume each year and where do you draw inspiration 

from each time? 

ISLAND GEMS: It takes a lot of time, research and the understanding to decide what you want 

to portray and how you will put it on the road!    

 

KUOMagazine: You mention that the members of your mas camp are from different Caribbean 

islands, can you share where? 

Island Gems: Yes we are all one big melting pot. From Trinidad- Peter, Shanty, Steve, Renee and 

Yani Lesel - Born in Trinidad but also represents Dominica where my grandmother was born. Pj- 

Born in St. Croix and has Trini roots. Farrah- St. Croix and Vincy Roots. Ada- St. Thomas USVI. 

Dion-St. Croix USVI. Genevive- Born in St. Croix- St. Lucia and Bajan Roots. Melissa- Jamaica. 

Shauna-Jamaica. Kenya- Born in Brooklyn but roots from Trinidad. Becky- Was born in the USA 

but heritage is from Trinidad. Our models are from Trinidad, Haiti, Jamaica, Guadalupe, Cuban 

Heritage, Guyana, St. Thomas and St. Croix. 

 

KUOMagazine: What changes would you like to see take place with Miami Carnival2015 as it 

approaches? 
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Island Gems: “WE WANT ROAD” LOL. We would like to see an official Carnival RM. They 

said Last year Ricardo Drue would have won???? We’re the pinnacle of the US Caribbean 

Carnival, so we should incorporate many of the actual events. Like the Soca Monarch, they make 

the money and on that night they can triple or even quadruple their revenues. 

 

KUOMagazine: What does culture mean 

you and why? 

Island Gems: Teaching, learning, molding 

the ability to instill what you learn from the 

elders and pass it on to the upcoming 

generations. If we don’t instill what we learn 

or know to the next generations what will our 

golden years are like (Farrah-Island Gems 

Administrator) Lol like island food, I will 

take good old island food prepared with love 

vs. running in a fast food spot anytime. 

 

KUOMagazine: If you both had to fix three (3) things with our culture here in Miami, what would 

it be and why? 

Island Gems: Wow! What an open question!!! These are important factors to us; (1) Unity: The 

name says it all UNITE something that the Community is lacking. When we UNITE we embrace 

the culture. (2) Support: There are so many organizations and you see them promoting themselves 

but you will never see them supporting someone else’s event. With Support from others we show 

the true meaning of our culture (3) Respect: Again so many organizations but people look at a new 

or existing organization and think of it as competition and try to discredit the others. When we 

have respect for others we have our cultures that grow as ONE.  

 

KUOMagazine: What is the craziest thing Island Gems either of you have ever done? 

Island Gems: As a team or as we say FAMILY we haven’t done anything crazy to say…When 

we step out its just pure love and keeping it real. 

 

KUOMagazine: I play mas because? 

Island Gems: It's part of our culture, it shares a message, a theme. It’s a day to be free and 

represent where we come from and what we are. 

 

KUOMagazine: When in costume (on the road, what's that feeling)? 

Island Gems: FREE. Not a worry in the world. Whatever bills, problems are put behind. Just real 

Bacchanal like Destra’s song says “On d road is Bacchanal”. 

 

KUOMagazine: Your favorite memory of Carnival and where? 

Island Gems (LESEL): Trinidad Carnival 2010. I played with Ronnie and Caro Mas band which 

I originally didn’t want to play in and my cousin who passed away begged Peter and I to play with 

him in the band. That was the last Carnival/vacation my husband and I spent with him. As a matter 

of fact it was the first time Peter played mas in costume!! 
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KUOMagazine: What advice would you give someone who wants to play mas or form a band? 

Island Gems: It is definitely an experience you will never forget. You meet long lasting friends, 

it’s a time to release stress and just be FREE!! In forming a band prepare to have nights without 

sleep, lots of work but benefits in the end! 

 

KUOMagazine: What would be your beauty tip on Carnival day? 

Island Gems: (LESEL) I recommend Carnival Faces for make up to all masqueraders, make sure 

your shoes are cute and most important comfortable. 

 

KUOMagazine: Have you ever one band of the year 

or King/Queen? 

Island Gems: Well this is our first year with a band 

so we have never been in competition. And I have 

never competed for Queen or Peter for King but 

maybe this year…you never know 

 

KUOMagazine: If so, for which carnival and how 

did it feel? 

Island Gems: N/A 

 

KUOMagazine: Last question. What’s next for Island Gems and where do you see yourself in the 

next 5 years? 

Island Gems: Island Gems has a few things in line which we have been invited to in other 

countries, not in stone still in the works!!We are in the works of starting an organization that will 

help less fortunate children in the Caribbean. KEEP AN EYE OUT!!! 

 

KUOMagazine: Any final words. And can you share your social media links, website so our 

readers can keep connected with you? 

Island Gems: We have to thank KUOMagazine for this opportunity, thank you so much for 

reaching out to us, it is really an honor. Our website is www.islandgems.org where you can meet 

our committee member and any events we may have including our J’Ouvert band “DISORDERLY 

CONDUCT JOUVERT”. (LESEL) I have to thank Giselle “The Wassi One” She is the one 

person that I look up to in this industry…She is where I started and for her I am forever grateful 

for her allowing me to start my dream with her.  (Lesel and Peter) We do want to thank Mas 

Brothers for their time, energy, passion and love…Without them we would not be the band to 

bring back TRUE MAS to Miami Carnival 2015…THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK  

YOU!!!!! 

 

On behalf of KUOMagazine, we would like to say thank you to Lesel & Peter of Island 

Mas allowing us to interview and we look forwarding to see what you have at Miami/Broward 

Carnival 2015 on October 9th - 11th! For more information on Island Gems, 

visit www.islandgems.org and on Facebook @IslandGems, Twitter @island_gems and 

instagram@island_gems. All Photo Credits to Island Gems 

 

~ Written by Mea Allman, Editor-in-Chief  

 

http://www.islandgems.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Island-Gems-203649956332204/timeline/
https://twitter.com/island_gems
https://instagram.com/island_gems

